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CANOSSA SECONDARY SCHOOL 
GOOD-NIGHT WORK 

CHEMISTRY FORM II MARKING SCHEME 

1. Answers for multiple choice questions 
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x 
B B D A C B D B B B 
 

2. a)   (i) Na     ii) Cl     iii) Be     iv) F      v) Si      vi) Ar     vii) P    viii) Mg     ix) Al       x) C 
 

b) i) Alkali metals 
ii)  Halogens 

iii)  Noble gases 
 

c) i) Al 2O3 
ii)  BeF2 

iii)  SiCl4 
iv) Mg3N2 
 

d) i) Na and Cl; NaCl, Sodium chloride 
ii)  Si and Cl; SiCl4, Silicon tetra-chloride 

iii)  Si and O2; SiO2, Silicon dioxide 
 

3. a) K 
b) Hydrogen has a lot of unique properties 

• It is a non-metal which forms a + ion 
• It combines with non-metals such as chloride to form hydrogen halides of 

formula HX, exhibiting (monovalent) metallic character similar to G1 elements. 
• It combines with metals forming hydrides eg, NaH, showing a characteristic 

similar to the halogens 
• Its final (Its only) shell misses one electron to be completely filled. 

Hence it is commonly not placed in any particular group. 

c) Cr 
d) 14 ( Including H and B) 
e) H (Since it is the lightest, ram = 1) 
f) Its outer shell is full of electrons (8). It doesn’t need to gain or lose electron(s) to be stable 
g) Since it has more protons and more neutrons than Ne which participate in making an 

element heavier. 
h) It shows metallic properties 

It is lustrous and conducts electricity (as a semi-conductor) 
Shows non-metallic cproperties 
Low density, poor conductor, non-malleable, non-ductile and forms acidic oxide. 

i) O = 2:6 
S = 2:8:6 

j) O-2 ,  Mg2+, F-1,  Al 3+ 
k) i) Under Mg  

ii)  Under Ar 
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iii)  Under Br 
l) One Lithium atom will give one electron to a chlorine atom to form a lithium chloride 

LiCl. A magnesium atom has two electrons to donate and needs two Cl atoms to accept 
them hence forming MgCl2 
Cations and anions produced pack together into a lattice-crystalline solid with high M.P. 
The cations are Li+ and Mg2+ anions are Cl- 

m)  
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